
“Sell in May and go away!” 

There has been a remarkable shift in South African public opinion in the past month with 
President Cyril Ramaphosa going from hero to zero in the rapidest of times as his Soviet-styled 
National Caronavirus Command Council’s often arbitrary decisions, which increasingly are 
being shown to have little basis in scientific fact, are stoking a sense of rebellion in normal law-

abiding citizens. 

While countries like Britain and the US have paid a massive price in their Covid-19 death rates because 
they failed to implement the same early precautionary lock-down measures which initially earned 
President Ramaphosa international acclaim, informed observers are growing increasingly concerned 
that he and his command council appear to be ignoring compelling information that prolonging the lock-

down will result in an appallingly greater death rate from hunger and starvation resulting from an almost 
irrecoverable economic collapse. As businesses collapse daily in increasing volume, the urgency of re-

opening the economy has already moved to red alert. South Africa is already in deep recession and 
from here on in we risk something even more devastating. It is no exaggeration to envisage a total 
breakdown of law and order as hungry mobs overwhelm the police and the army! 

Peter Castleden, a fellow of the Actuarial Society of South Africa and one of the authors of an 
authoritative study into the economic consequences of prolonging the current lock-down, went public 
this week after the report that he and his team had prepared was apparently ignored by the presidency. 
Simply stated, their Panda report shows that, even in its best case scenario, extending the lock-down 
will cause at least 30 times more deaths than Covid-19. Desperate to be heard, the team have created 
a podcast which you can listen to by clicking on the link https://savca.co.za/covid-19/ and scroll to the 
last video. The Castleden team argues that the worst case scenario envisages a hundredfold 
multiplier! Which in turn, extrapolates to nearly 5 million lives at risk if the lock-down continues! 
 
Meanwhile, market commentators are increasingly warning that the V-shaped market 
recoveries we have seen all over the world represent investors’ delusional misunderstanding of 
the economic consequences of the global lock-down, a consequence of observing previous ‘black 
swan’ events. So I refer readers to the study I made eight months ago which I published under the title 
‘The Crash of 2020’ in which I warned of an impending black swan event likely arising in China which 
would result in a sharp market decline. I also refer you to page 2 of the December issue of Prospects in 
which I predicted that, “The JSE Overall Index which is depicted in my next graph is likely to be in a 
negative trend until mid-March but is likely to make up for this sluggishness by thereafter racing ahead 
at compound 19.9 percent until it peaks on October 6.” On the left below is the graph I published then 
and on the right as that graph looks today 
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In the event, as you can see, the market actually fell faster than ShareFinder predicted, but the timing 
was extraordinarily accurate. What readers now need to take to heart is that the artificial intelligence 
system we created within ShareFinder is exponentially weighted. In layman’s terms, what that means is 
that the latest data coming in for analysis is given the greatest weighting in order to refine predictions 
going forward and the consequence of that is the following graph which has advanced the date of the 
next market dip. ShareFinder no longer sees it as October 6. It is now coming a lot sooner, starting on 
July 27 and lasting until mid January as my following graph suggests: 

And similar forces are at play in New York where the recovery is almost complete and the graph has 
begun to flatten. Here, there is a problem of display since, in order to display the complete picture, the 
steepness of the rise and fall tend to be reduced as the example on the left below illustrates. But when, 
in the graph below, on the right, I zoom in to illustrate what ShareFinder predicts from now to the end of 
the year, you get a better feeling of what is likely: a September 28 peak and then another crash until the 
end of the year: note, the green trend line is the same in both examples though the angle appears 
steeper. 

 

What all of this implies is that you still have time to create cash 
within your portfolios in order to take advantage of the rich pickings 
that are likely to be uncovered in mid-January. Previous restraints 
which have been the consequence of the capital gains penalty of 
selling long-held blue chips can be offset by simultaneously selling 
some loss-makers in your portfolios. For example, the worst 
affected share in the Prospects 2011 portfolio is Advtech, which is 
currently down by 44 percent on the R14.29 a share that we paid to 
buy it. In the graph on the right, ShareFinder currently predicts the 
best price one might be able to sell it for would be around R8.25 on 
or about this Friday May 15. With private education institutions 
under lock-down, the short-term outlook for this share is not good. 
In the short-term the outlook is also not great for Mr Price but here, 
we bought at R55.43 a share and they now stand at R133.53. 
Thus, depending on the quantities you hold, you might sell enough 
to create a capital gains neutral position. You would, however, 
need to do the arithmetic yourself because, depending on whether 
you hold such shares in your own name or, as so many readers do, 
via trusts of one type or another, the tax implications vary widely. 
 



ShareFinder’s projections for Mr Price can be 
seen in the graph on the right. Bearing in mind 
that you have until the end of the tax year to 
marry the two transactions, ShareFinder 
calculates that the optimum time to sell Mr Price 
would be around September 14 since continued 
recovery is seen until then. 
In selling, the other issue to consider is the 
balance of the portfolio since the big growth 
ingredients like Naspers, Clicks and Capitec are 
grossly overweighted but can nevertheless be 
expected to continue offering superior growth 
into the future. Ideally I would prefer to see 
these shares reduced to say a 10 percent share 
each because a major value change in respect 
of any of them would disproportionally weigh on 
the overall value of the portfolio. 
 

Consider the current makeup of the portfolio: 

Other shares to consider for disposal are AVI whose projection graph appears below left, and Discovery 
on the right. ShareFinder projects that AVI has just peaked and will fall from here while Discovery is 
projected to peak around May 21: 



Prospects 2019 New York Portfolio 

 

Here again the recovery is clearly well under way with ShareFinder making a medium (orange) 
projection that it will peak around September 21, while the short-term data analysis suggests a peak 
date somewhat sooner around July 28, which accords with the projection for the South African market. 
But do note the steep decline that is forecast to follow through until mid—November. 

The portfolio has been rather more battered than our SA one as the following table illustrates: 

Here, four shares are now displaying fundamental weakness and should be the prime targets for 
disposal in order to create cash: 

Worst affected of these is Citi Group whose projection graph below left, sees prices declining until July 
before recovering until mid-September before the next crash. Columbia Property Trust, on the right, is 
likely to gain until the first week of July before going again into steep decline: 



 

 

 

 

On this and the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should 
form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in 
your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which 
head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment 
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers 
significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.  
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very 
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.  
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree 
of investment risk: 
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